Look no further than the Modulift Lattice Spreader Beam! Said Melvyn Rogers at DSM Contract Lifting Service Ltd. “It is incredibly well built and very safe.” The Modulift Lattice Spreader is designed for light loads that require multiple support points along its length.

With 49m long lightweight sheets to lift to a roof 20m above ground and with a crane radius of over 50m, Jamie Hadley, DSM Technical Director called their technical expert partner Modulift for support. “As this beam was only rated to 44m sheets. Modulift checked our calculations and Sue Spencer, Technical Director provided everything we needed to ensure the lift was safe, additionally providing permission to use the non standard configuration.”

Supplier FLG Aplant visited the site to erect the beam, whilst DSM completed the load out of the roof with a 300t crane which needed 100m of boom extended to enable the bespoke Modulift sling arrangement above the hook height at a 50m radius to clear the roof.